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HYDROGEIFCOMBUSTIONANALYSES OF LARGE-SCALE TESTS

R. G. Gido and A. Koestel

Los Alamos National Laboratory
University of California

SUMMARY This report uses results of the large-scale tests with turbulence pep
formed by the Electric Power Research Institute at the Nevada Test Site to eval-
uate hydrogen burn-analysis procedures based on lumped-parameter codes like
COMPARE-H2 and associated burn-parameter models. The test result~ (a) con-
firmed, in a general way, the procedures for application to pulsed burning,
(b) increased significantly our understanding of the burn phenomenon by demon-
strating that continuous burning can occur and (c) indicated that steam can
terminate continuous burning. Future actions recommended include (a) modifica-
tion of the code to perform continuous-burn analyses, which is demonstrated,
(b) analyses to determine the type of burning (pulsed or continuous) that will
exist in nuclear containment and the stable location if the burning is continu-
ous, and (c) changes to the models for estimating burn parameters. ‘

I. INTRODUCTION
With respect to hydrogerrb~;rrranalysisprocedures, this report evaluates the
applicability of the NTS test results, the capability of the COMPARE-H2 code,
and current procedures for specifying burn parameters. This work was performed
under the auspices of th~ US Nuclear Regulatory Commission and is reported more
completely in Ref. 1. The evaluation Is accomplished by performing code analy-

ses of the recently-completedElectric Power Research Institute (EPRZ) tests at
the Nevada Test Site (NTS),Z which were conducted in a large volume (73 6C0 ftj)
to represent the large geometric scale of nuclear containment.
In general, the hydrogen-burn analysis procedures used involve application of
codes and burn-parameter models. For our analyses, we use COMPARE-H2.d the
hydrogerburn version of the COMPARE code,4 and our previously-developed
hydrogen-burn nmdels5 for the estimation of burn p:{rameters.
Basic assumptions used in COMPARL-H2 [and similar cules like CLASIX (Ref. 6) and
HECTR (Rc,f.7)] are that the nodes are homogeneous and in ther,nodynamicequllib
rium and that the flow between nodes can be estimated with relatively simple
flow models. In our hydrogen-burn models, the combustion occurs in an
atmosphere ii~which turbulence dominates the physical phenomeria important to

burning. Note that the available evidence indicates that mixing processes are
adequate to allow simulation with a code such as COMPARE-H2 if containment engi-
neered-safety systems such os fans and sprays are operating.

11. HYDROGEN BURN PARAMETERS
The three basic burn parameters used by codes like COMPARE-H2 when performing
hydrogen-burn annly~es are burl time, flammability limit, and fraction burned.
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11.A Burn Time
BY definition, (a) burn velocity or deflagration rate will be relative to the
unburned mixture$ (b) flame speed will be relative to the walls, and (c) burn
time will be the flame propagation distance divided by the flame speed. RefeP
ence 5 discusses two turbulent-burningflame speeds that can be used to compute
the burn time for pressure-pulse burning analysis: the turbulent burn velocity
with respect to the unburned mixture, S ,

3
and th~ flame speed with respect to

the vessel wall FS, which is ~ increase to account for gas expansion.
Table X1.5-I presents the test conditions, test results and an analysls that
comparee the flame speed indicated by the test with ST and FS. The comparison
of the predicted and measured flame Bpeed indicates that the actual flame speed
for these tests is bracketed by ST and FS. Howevzr, it is not clear which
should be used for compartments in general because (a) geometries and flow con-
ditions are varied and complex, and (b) NTS results are test specific with ap-
plication restricted probably to geometries and flow conditions similar to those
for NTS. Note that the flame speed increased to account for the gas expansio~
(FS) should result in maximum pressure peaks for pulse burning because the time
of burning is less, which results in less energy transfer to heat sinks and less
pressure-relief flow out of the compartment. The burrtime parameter has
limited significance i~r continuous burning.

11.B Flamma~ility Limit & Mean Concentration at Ignition
We define the flammability limit as the local H2 concentration at the igniter
when ignition is initiated, which is different from the volumetric mean concerr
tratiollat ignition (Xo). X. is related to the flammability limit and the con-
centration gradient, which depends on turbulence and scale as discussed in
Ref. 5. For example, (a) with good rrixing,X. is higher than the flammability
limit, and (b) with poor mixing, X. c~uld be lower than the flammability limi,
because burning could occur at a high local concentration of hydrogen.
The NTS test results indicate a value of -5% for the flammability limit based on
the fraction of hydrogen burned (for premixed tests with turbulence) vs the
hydrogen concentration as shown in Fig. X1.5-1. This plot shows that a frac-
tion-burned value of zero corresponds to a hydrogen concentration of -5%,
thereby defining the flammability limit. This observation is confirmed by NTS
test r~sults for the the ratio of maximum to initial pressures vs hydrogen con-
centration going to a minimum level of combustion (pressure ratio of one) at a
hydrogen concentration of -5X, see Ref. 1.
It appears that a reasonable estimate of the rncanconcentration at Ignition (Xo)
can be obtained from (a) the turbulent-mixtureflammability limit of 4 to 5% de-
pending on the steam concentration and (b) Ref. 5 to account for the effects of
turbulence and scale (compartmentsize) on concentration ~radient.

11.C Fraction Burned
Figure X1.5-1 shows the fraction burned (F) indicated by the NTS tests with
turbulence and compares these results with our curve, developed in Ref. 5. Mte
that the main difference between the curves is the flammability limit (where F
goes to zero), which is caused probably by the high steam concentrations of the
NTS tests. The curve comparison of Fig. X1.5-1 indicates that (a) rhe frac-
tion--bu~nedcurves should be made to depend on the steam concentration, and
(b) the NTS froction-burneddependence on X. (i.e., the curve Mhape) is aimilnr
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to that based on the model developed in Ref. 5, which is interpreted as
verification of the basic model premise that burning is restricted by heat loss
(thermal radiation).

III. COMPARISON WITH NTS RESLJLTS
This section compares NT!+measured and COMPARE-H2-calculated results only for
tests with turbulence created by fans, sprays, or injected-flow velocity. Tests
with turbulence are emphasized because the most appropriate application of the
code is to analyze containment atmospheres with significant turbc:?nce created
by sprays and recirculating fans.

111.A Premixed
COMPARE-H2 calculated results are presented for I!TSpremixed tests P-2 and P-3
for the Initial conditions of Table XI.5-I. Thest tests were used for compari-
son because they had (a) turbulence generated by fans and sprays, and
(b) central ignition, which provides a simple geometry fou flame propagation.
Also compared are the calculated and measured pres,lureand temperature maxima
and the pressure at 100 s. The latter is done to evaluate the code aDility to
account for the decrease in pressure with time. Burn parameters used wer~ based
on information given in Ref. 2, which is the basic NTS reference, and Ref. 8,
which suggests different NTS burn times and burn fractions. The burn-parameter
models used are presented in Ref. 5.

111.A.1 Test P-3 (Fans)
Table X1.5-II presents calculated recults for several combinations of the frae
tion burned, burn time and models used to calculate the heat transfer to heat
sinks. Figure X1.5-2 shows the measured and calculated pressure variations.

111.A.2 Test P-? (Sprays)
Table X1.5-III presents calculated results for several combinations of the frac-
tion burned, burn time, and models used to calculate the heat transfer to heat
sinks. Figure X1.5-3 shows the measured and calculated pressure variations.
Note that {l~ingthe Ref. 2 burn fraction and burn time results in calculated
maximum pressure and temperature significantly below that measured. Possible
explanations for the differences are that the burn fractio~~was measured errone-
ously, as jndicated in Ref. 8, and that the mixed mean conmntration ~t ignition
(X ), is wrong, which hah a large effect on pressure and twr.lerntureincrease,
Ta~le X1,5-IV is pre~ented also as a sensitivity study of the effect of energy
removal models.

111.B Continuous Injection (Teat C-SJ)
COMPARK-t12calculated and measured pressures are compared for continuous injec-
tion teat C-S1 because the turbulence Henerated by the injected iluids appears
to be high enough to have created a well-mixed atmosphere, a condition appropri-
ate for application of the code. Con?.inuou8-and pulsed-burn calculations were
performed.
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1111.B.1 continuou~~vs Pulsed Burning
The COMPARE-H2 continuous burning calculation shown in Fig. X1.5-4 is based on
burn initiation at 285 s as measured,z burn termination at 900 s as indicated by
t“hemeasured pressure profile, initial conditions (zero time) as measured,z an
arbitrary burn rote of 0.02 moles-h2/see, and the Los Alamos heat-transfer
model; see Ref. 1,.
The CCMPARE-H2 pulsed-burning calculation (comparedwith the measured pressl”res)
showr~ in Fig. XI,5-5 is based on turbulence assumed to be similar to that
estimated to be generated by the fans, “mlrninitiation at a mean hydrogen con-
centration of 0.050%, “burnfraction of 0,50 based on the burn model presented in
Ref. 5, burn time of 13s (based on central ignition and a flame speed from the
turLulent burn velocity fncreased to account for expansion of the burned gases;
see Table X1.5-I), the same initial conditions as for the continuous-burn calcu-
lation, and terminating the pulsed-burn calculationat -41% steam.
Compariscm of the relative values reveals:
o Amaxinmm measured pressure of 28 psi,~In comparison to 31.0 and 35.4 for the
continuous and pulsed calculations, respectively.
@ A maximum measured temper~ture of 385°F in comparison to 408 and 776 for the
continuous and pulsed calculations, respectively.
● The fraction of the total hydrG.genavailable that is burned is 0.39 and 0.31
for the pulsed and continuous Lurn calculations,respectively.
o Higher pressure and temperature ~leaksfor the pulsed-burn calculation because
burn rates are between 0.6 and 0.7 moles-H2/s in comparison to the continuous
rate of 0.02.
Q Note that the continuous-burnintegrated-meanpressures at’..‘ .mperatureswould
have transient profiles similar to those for the continuous-burn calculations.

Iv. CONCLIISIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
The conclusions and recommendationspresented below are discussed undt’rseparate
sections that deal with the NTS tests, the COMPARE-H2 code$ and the models
needed tc estimate burn-parameter specificationsfor the code. Atmospheres with
significant turbulence were emphasized kecause this is the condition most apprr
priaLe for applicatlcm and assessment of the COMPARE-112code.
Our conclusions and recommendations regarding the NTS hydrogerrburn tests
follow:
v The test results have confirmed, in a general way, the hydrogewburn analysis
procedures that we have been using.
@ The tests have increased significantly our understanding of the burn phe[lome-
non by providing information showitlgthat continuous burning can occur and stt-am
can terminate continuous burning.
* Test results 8hould be investigated to establish the reaaon for burn
termination of the continuous-burn tests. In particular, it should be estatr
liehed whether the cause of burn termination was the increaaea steam ?,evel,
which is suggested by our analyses,
Our conclusions and recommendationsregarding the COMPARE-H2 c~de are:
~ pulsed-burning maxima for an enclosed vessel arc predic(ed well if the
burn-parameter specifications are known, see below.
9 Heat-transfer models are adequaL!! for estimating prcRsure and temperature
mnxima if adequntc Information is provided to spccifv th(’heat sinks.
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@ COMPARE-H2 should be modified to perform continuous-burning analyses because
this type of burning might occur in an nuclear .~ontainmentand the resulting
effect (for example, on equipment q~alification)might require evaluation.
Our conclusions and recommendations rega~-dingthe ❑odels needed to estimate
burn-parameter specificationsfor the COMPARE-H2 code are:
● Analyses should be performed to determine if pulsed, continuous, or bozh types
of burning will occur in nuclear containment.
@ For continuous burning, analyses should be performed to determine the possible
location(s) of the stable continuous burn in nuclear containment.
~ Basic concepts developed before the NTS tests (see Ref. 5) were verified.
o Flammability limit values >5% should be used with an accounting made for the
effect of steam.
u For the prediction of pressure and temperature peaks for pllsed-burning analy-
ses of urvented volumes, the higher fraction-burned curve presented in
Fig. X1.5-1 should be considered for use because the burnin~{of more hydrogen
and, therefore, higher pressures and temperatures would result Note that most
of the NTS da~a was correlated by the lower fraction-burned curve in
Fig. X1.5-1.
o For the prediction of maximum pressure and temperature peaks for
pulsed-burning analyses of unvented volumes, the burn time should be estimated
from the maximum flame speed model presented in Ref. 5 because this would result
in a shorter burn time, less energy removal, and, therefore, higher pressures
and temperatures.
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TABLBxl.5-III
=S P-2 (Sprsy-): CALCULATfLD VS

E2 , PO - 12.8 pcia, T - 123 OP
PBia, TmU - MO OP, $lm (P ●t

Calc. ?-Burn ~-surn S@
No. Fru. TfDe, # Uodel

MLASURSD SBSULTS

100 s) - 15.0 peia

k=. mu.

P, psia T-p. ,OP P-a

- -h:m:y .;k--

—— -— -. -— —

Initial Conditions: 5.8 ealX
Wam!red Values: Pm - 28.5

Purpou
——-.—

EPi112 F & ST,

Nsc NT

Ref. Al F 6 ST,
Nxc NT

Raf. S. f 6 KT bcsod on

Tablo I ●U PS,c NXC MT

Ief. 8 P b ST based on
Tablo I S;, NRC UT

Lf. 5 P L BT, d
WRC lfT

Ref. 8 P 6 BT,
LML NT

Max P, SUn BT,
NRC HTe

---— —— ---—
P2-1 0.43 5.0 flxc 2!.6 513 0.76 0.51 0.94

?2-2 0.70 4.: Ss2c 27.8 798 0.98 0.s9 0.99

P2-3 0.70 4.2 wsc 27.9 SOI 0.98 0.90 0.99

?2-4 0.70 7.5 Nxc 26.3 705 0.92 0.76 0.99

P2-5 0.74 4.2 fnc 29.6 886 1.04 1.01 1.00

P2-6 0.70 b.1 ML 26.9 765 0.94 0.85 0.91

P2-7 0.74 4.2 lmc 29.6 086 1.04 1.G1 1.00

● f4SC lfT uees T ~ co detergirm ●nersy removal ●nd hf to detacmine th.,
removed .

●ssociated condensed mass

‘L ‘lT “: IM.
and ● acchanictic ~ondcnsad sass reuwl ●del that r..ultminlaCU

~~e~lenera~remwsl.
b Preemre ●t 103 ● used to characteriz~ •h~?~ of eh~ Pr*~eur* eume.
c Table I praaenta ●echanistic prediction for turbulm burn v*lOcitY (ST) tnd =cxi=u fl-e ●p*d

(?S) that provlda burn time by dividing rheoe values into the ●mmed propagation diotarw (for central

isnition) uf” 26 ft.
d Reference 5 P correcpondc to the hither F curve of Pit. 1 ●nd tha Ref. 5 ST ~orretpoods to the ~ax

flare spred (?S) of Tabla 1.
● Pnraaetare rsconended to obtain ● sximm peak preeeure ●id temperature.

TABLS XI. 5-IV
STS P-2 (Sprays): EWBCT OP MEAT SINXS

Initial Conditions: 5.8 volX 111, P _ 12.8 poia, To - 123 ‘P

‘tRaferanec Calc. (Calc P2-7 fraa IS le 111) has: Frac. Burnad - 0.70, Burn Tim - 4.2 ●, nxC PIT

Calc .
no.

-—

P2-2

Mu.
P, paia

“--

27.8

Mu,
TemP.,O?

798

?,
‘Tpa ●

-—

14.9

14.0

- Smwitlvlty(X)a -
P●ax Tnu-To P~m
---- ---- -—

Varlatlon
-- .-—-- -------- -=.-—.—.

Non@ - Refermce Calc. (P2-2 froa Tabla 111)

Time step M 0.5

Spray drop CIIO M 2

Spray flow rate x 0.5

MOspra~

No r~di~tion

0.5 * l!~~t trmmfar h.A

-- -- --

P2-11 27.8 793 0.0 -0s4 -0.7

P2-12 29.0 076 15.3

15.6

4,3 11.3 2.6

3.2 0.1 4.7?2-13 28.7 053

29.6 916 19.2 6.5 1705 28.0

?2-15 28.1 811 15.0

13,5

1.1 1.9 0.7

0.4 -0.4 4.0?2-16 27.9 795

● Sensicivlt7 I@ 100 n (Cslc. Wlut - R*f. Calc. walu@)/(Raf. Calc. TdU@).

b Praewre ●t 100 0 uoed tocharmctetlso ●hapc of the preewra cuwa.
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Fig. XI.52.
NTS premixed test P-3 (Cdc. No. p3-1)
COMPARE-li2 calculated presoure -s time
using burn initiation ●t 0.0S8 %, ● bum
fractionof 0.44,● bum timeof 13.0s
snd theNRC heat trsnsfer modele, ●ee
Ref. 1. The dashed line ic themesmred
presrure variation.
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FiK.X1.+4.
NTS continuous injection Teat c-s1
CONFAR2-H2 calculated pressure v. tim
with continuous burning St 0.02 moles-
H /s ●tarting ●t 28S s ●nd ●riding at
980s. The LASL heat-tranoier ●odels
wore used, me. Ref. 1. The dashed curvo

is the ●easured preceure variation. Not.
that tho calculated maximum (900 ●) pree-

sura (psia) is 28.5 in comparison to tho
●ermumd value of 28.0.
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Fig. XI.>3.
NTS premixed Test P-2 (Cult. No. P2-2)
COMFARE-H2calculated pressure V8 time
ucing burn initiation ●t 0.058 z, ● ~~
fraction of 0.70, ● burn time of 4.1 s
●nd the NRC beet’-tranafer models, ●ee
Ref. 1. The dashed line la the meaaured
prec8ure varistion.
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Fig.X1.3-5.
NTS Continuous injection Test C-sl
COP.PARE-H2 calculated preesure vs time
fcr pulsed burning with (n) initiation ●t
● ~ean hydrogen conceu*v~,;ion of 0.050 %,
(b) fraction burned of 0.50, (c) bum
time of 8 s ●nd (d) he~t transfer to
-ink* baoad on the Loo Alamoeheat-
trantfermodelc, see Ref. 1, ●nd (d) tei--
mlnation of the burn ●t ● ●temm concen-
tration of -41 . The daohed curve ie
the ●easured pretturo Tariation for the
teot, which ●xperienced ● continuous burn
thmtteminatod ● t 900 s ●nd resulted in
● mexim~ preeture of 28 pciao


